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Psych out
A foreboding fortress of concrete, the psych building
stands everready to defend its
inhabitants.
According to Rod McMillan,
Law and Justice instructor,
the building was built in the
60's, a time when student
unrest and riot was sweeping
the nation.
The building was designed
with the purpose of protecting
professors from rioting
students. All professors' offices are located on the top
floor, making access through
the maze-like interior difficult. The windows are set in
from the walls and are made
of especially durable glass.
Concrete ovcrhangings were
also built in to shield the windows from any objects that
could be aimed at them.
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Employment opportunities low
This series of articles will deal
with the difficulties and solutions
in the qursl for student employment.
hy Steve Ban·lift

The cost of everything keeps goi nr.: un - erln('ntion costs, housing
cusL:; , Ll1L' ni:;l ol \iv\11f~ \n ~~1..:1H'ra\.

The

sagging

economy

has

brought financial hardship to
many college students. More and
more students are being forced to
find jobs to help offset the rising
costs they face today.
But, where does a student find a
job in a small, agricultural community like Ellensburg?
Central' s office of student
employment provides job placement services for students.
''Our office was set up to determine which students are eligible to
work on campus," said Carol
Drinkwater, student employment
coordinator.

"The federal government came
out with a ruling that all students
receiving financial aid could not
receive more than their determined need," she added.
A student's "determined need"
is assessed by surveying his or her
income and other financial
n's uu1-ces. The office •.)[ stmlcnt

ing 12 or more credit hours, and to
graduate students with at least 10
credit hours;
-the student must obtain a social
security nwnber prior to employment;
-and students must secure a

week work limit was established
"because, as a state institution
or more hours (per week) ove~ a
certain period would allow the student to establish residency, affecting fees, etc."
Most campus jobs pay the

20

executive uni ver~ity council
responsible for disbursement of
funds provided by the state
legislature) of non-subsidized student employment "at the bottom
(priority) of the budget."
But, a part-time student has the

employment screens job seekers,

clearance f onn from the student · federal niiniinwn t'wage; i3.35 per same access to off campus }obs as
a " cl eared" student.
employment office prior to hour.
Spouses of s tuc.lents al~ u n ee
Part-time students may seek aid
employment.

assuring students having the
greatest need, of receiving top
priority in job placement.
"Eligibility" must be establish·
ed before a student obtains an on
campus job.
Several requirements determine
a student's eligibility for on campus employment:
-the prospective employee must
be offic iii ily admitted to CWU;
-the student must be registered
full-time during the quarter in
which he or she is applying for
work; full-tinme status is assigned
to undergraduate students carry-

The "clearance" is a useful tool
in securing jobs for needy
students.
"This form tells the supervisor
(the prospective employer) the
student is eligible for work,"
Drinkwater explained.
Student employees, whether
"regular" student employees
(those receiving no financial aid)
or, work study student employees
(those taking part in state and
federally subsidized financial aid
pt\grams) may work up to a maximum of 19 hours per week.
Drinkwater says the 19 liJ~.!~ per

in the employment office, but
fewer job opportunities are
available to them.
"Not enough is being done for
those students not receiving financial aid," Drinkwater explained,
adding, ''those who do receive
financial aid pretty much have
their foot in the door.''
"Economically, it has just gotten
so tight, with budgets getting
tighter each year, it appears jobs
for students not receiving financial
aid are becoming less available."
Drinkwater blames this worsening situation on placement (by an

helped by the employment office to
obtain employment, both on and
off campus.
Drinkwater says spouses seeking jobs on campus usually are
ref erred to the university's staff
personnel office, where civil service jobs sometimes are available.
Students and student's spouses
unable to find suitable jobs through
the university's employment office, can find additional job information and placement services at
the Ellensburg branch of the
Washington Employment Security
office, located in south Ellensburg.

Geology future a 'gold ntine'
·.•

This article has been reprinted by
permission of the author, G.B.
Webster, professor of Geology at
Washington State University. It
previously has appeared in "Your
Public Schools", January 1981 edi·
ti on.
Have you wondered about the
orig: a and nature of landscapes,

mowitains, ranges and oceans?
Would you like to know the history
of MoWlt Rainier or any other state
or national park? Are you intrigued by field and lab:iratory
work? Have you wondered what
causes an earthquake? Do you like
to travel? Are you interested in
science? Is your three dimensional
perception good? A re you concerned about dwindling resources,
energy or environmental quality?
If you answered yes t.o some of
these questions, you should learn
more nhout ge ology and perhaps
consider a career in thf~ field.
T!.:irlay, many geologists are probing the mnst remc-.lc area of the

earth searching for new mineral
deposits. Others an· ~~on .toring
earthquakes trying to find ways of
predicting exactly when and where
they will occur in order to protect
lives and minimize property Jo~s.
Others are investigating ~reu s of
potential landslides, volcanic eruir
tions, dam sites and nuclear"plant
sites to ascertain ri~ factors.
Some geologists are studying
fossils to determine the age of the
rocks they were found in, to interpret past environments or to deter- .
mine the sequence of life forms. A
growing nwnber of geologists are
exploring for new suppiesof ground
water, while ofof;~·s are trying to
determine how some rocks are
altered when buried to great depths in the earth's crust by natural
processes.
All geologists require similar
basic training, including the supporting areas of math, chemistry
and physics. The basic geology
curriculum includes courses in the
different specialties within
geology, such as mineralogy,
structural geology, paleontology,

sedimentology, ground water,
mineral deposits, field training,
geochemistry, geomorphology and
histori cal geology. Advanced
courses in each of these areas may
be selected by the interested student for specialization.
Job opportunities in geology are

varied and nwnerous. The U.S.
Bureau of Labor Statistics lists
geologists as the nwnber one scientist demand through 1985, and probably through 1990. The largest
employer of geologists (nearly
18,000) is the petrolewn industry,
and approximately half of these

geologists will be retiring between
the years of 198.5-2000.
Future shortages of raw
materials and fossil fuels will
maintain a demand for exploration
geologi.;:t.;; in the minerals and fuels
inrh1str· ~.

ContinJ.ed on pg. 12

Women's Center offers.minor
by Gretchen Stohr

A new minor which focuses on.
self-fullfillment is being offered by
the Women's Studies Center.
The Women's Studies program,
now in its third year was established to continue the services of the
former Women's Center; which
was for the community as well as
the on campus students and had
nothing to do with academic programs. The purpose of the present
center is to reexamine the traditional institutions and values. Dr.
Madge Young. program director,

states ,"This is a center for
Women's Studies, but it is also a
center for women."
The center, located in Kennedy
positive reinforcement
Hall, is
towards increasing the awareness
of hwnan experience, helping both
men and women to realize their
full potential as a hwnan being as
well as helping to aknowledge
women's contributions towards
hwnan-kind. Objectives have been
set up for the Women's Studk:1
which are 1). to explore existing
knowledge about women in a variety of disciplines, 2). to asses,

a

critically, the traditional
disciplines in the light of new data
concerning women, 3). to provide
: n academic foundation for
Jt.uder .ts planning careers in
Women's Studies or related fields,
and 4). to promote research about
women within existing discipline:-..
1
There may be some special
courses also offered by the <'e iartment that could be used as part of
the student's elective program.
For more information on this ne w
minor or the Women ·~: Studks
Center contact Dr. I'"1 2d~;2 r:::_.,, .
in Ken:.edy

H al~ .
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Eat, drink and be merry
by Krista }\ortum

THE TAP IS CLOSED, but the fun's not over. John Fraz·
zini pours a well-blended non-alcoholic cocktail for Dick
Meier, CWU assistant dean of students (left), and Karl
Klimek, studen! alcohol awareness chairman, in a dress
rehearsal for SOF'fCORE at the Pizza Place this Saturday, Feb. 21. photo by Debbie Storlie

The Central Alcohol Awareness
Committee is shattering myths
about alcohol use, including the old
saw that the only way to have a
.good time socially is with a drink in
hand.
To demonstrate social gatherings can be spirited without the use
of spirit-filled drinks, the student
committe will sponsor a
"softcore" party Saturday, Feb. 21
from 1:30-3:30 p.m. at John Frazzini's Pizza Place. Community
members are welcome to participate.
According to Karl Klimek, student coordinator for the committee, "The idea is to have the same
kinds of activities that take place
at a 'hardcore' but where people
are sober." Added Klimek, "You'll
feel 100 percent better when you
leave."
Featured at the event will be
CWU student musicians, dancing,
pinball and pool. Exotic nonalcoholic "counter-cocktails" will
be served at low prices, and all
13-inch pizzas will be 50 percent off
regular price.
The counter-cocktail is only one
method by which the committee
conveys the attitude of responsible
drinking, Klimek said. Student
members provide educational information to studentsliving on
campus. Beginning Feb. 17, they

will present a slide show, a State
Patrol speaker and countercocktails to Beck, Alford Montgomery, Carmody-Munro and
Green Hall residents.
Dick Meier, assistant dean of
students and faculty advisor of the
committee, said: "We want people
to think about how they handle
alcohol, through value clarification techniques and self-analysis.
We focus on behavior problems
rather than problems of the
alcoholic."
The active Alcohol Awareness
Committee has served countercocktails at camp1.1s events like
Casino Royale, Bottoms-Up Day
and Preview Week.
Last May, the committee hosted
the annual Northwest College
Alcohol Awareness Convention,
when colleges from all over the
state gathered to collect new ideas
and different perspectives on
alcohol abuse. The Central group
will host the 1981 conference, as
well.
Klimek stressed that although
the committee received most of its
funds from Residence Hall Council, donations by interested community members and merchants
are gladly accepted to help fund
future alcohol education programs.

shoplifting:Major prohle1n in Ellensburg
by Alan Anderson

This Is the second of a three part
series on shoplifting. This issue
will deal with shoplifting in the
local area and on campus in the
University Store.
Shoplifting Locally
On Monday, Jan. 19, four CWU
freshmen were -arrested for
shoplifting at the Ellensburg BiMart.

On Wednesday, Feb. 11, five as difficult for them as I possibly
CWU students were apprehended can.''
Larkin is a firm believer that if
on suspicion of shiplifting at the
he gets a reputation of prosecuting
University Store.
Statistics like these, coupled everyone to the fullest ttien, "peowith the increasing rate of inflation ple will realize this isn't a place to
have caused merchants across the shoplift," he said.
This opinion is becoming more
country to wager a stiff campaign
·
and
more wide-spread, especially
against shoplifting.
"We prosecute everybody, with in large corporations.
In many states, like Washington,
absolutely no exceptions what so
merchants
are allowed to assess
ever," says Fred Lar.kin, manager
of the Ellensburg Albertsons. shoplifters with a civil penalty,
"When I catch one, I make it just above and beyond any criminal

SPECIAL
SPRING SAL

charges.
The law, as it now reads in this
state, allows merchants to demand
the retail value of goods stolen, not
to exceed $500, plus an additional
penalty of not less than $100 nor
more than $200.
As an example, a person caught
stealing a 25 cent candy bar at
Albertsons would receive a demand letter _for $105.25. One hundred dollar civil penalty, $5 handling fee and the 25 cent cost of the
item. This penalty can also be
assessd to the parent or legal guardian having custody of a minor
caught shoplifting. Refusing to pay
such a penalty would result in civil
action filed in the appropriate
court of law.
This law was put into effect in
1977, and most merchants who take
advantage of it believe it has
helped · deter shoplifting a great
deal.
It appears however, that only the
large, chain stores take advantage
of the law.

The opinion of one local merchant, who wished to remai n
anonymous, seems to display the
attitude of many of the small town
businessmen.
This proprietor estimated that in

a lifetime, the average family of
four spends $59,500 in his store. e·
he were to catch a young member
of this family shoplifting in hi~
store he believes it wouldn't be
worth it to prosecute the person, as
in doing so he could stand to lose
the business of this family.
"It depends a great deal 011
whether or not I know the famil y, ..
he said. "If I know the fath er, and
know what he'll do to the kid then
I'll just turn it over to him. WP
don't want to get involved personally."

continued on pg. 16

COUPON

Hat

..........................................................................
10% discount on
any trade book
(non-text) in the
Storel

1Party I

Y.z price for
imprints on
all T·Shirts
purchased at the
University Store.

Happy Hour All Night
1

Offer Expires Februar~2~J881

/

Feb 20th

also Saturday
117

w.

4th

lie

925-3939
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Camarata
•
interns at

KING-TV,
Nick Camarata, a mass media
student, learned different ways to
use television while doing his internship last quarter at KING T. V.
"The most important thing I learned was to do things quickly and efficiently.''
Every quarter the mass media
department sends one of thier
students over to KING T. V. to do
an internship. This is done with the
help of the cooperative education/internship office on campus
and is worth 15 credits per quarter.
· Camarata's job was to place the
film and video tape stories from
the previou~ nights newscast
together with other related stories
and file them for future use. The
films -and video tapes he puts
together then can be used by the
reporters for background information, of it they want to run a more
indepth story on the subject.
"My job involved editing .<>nd
Camarata also had some wild
working with different types of
tapes," related Camarata. "What I adventures while living in Seattle.
learned from KING has helped me On the second day of the job his
a great deal in working with the apartment house caught fire.
weekly news show the television Luckily for him, there was very little damage to the apartment house
department puts on.''

•

photo by Diane Coburn

Nick Camarata records news copy for for airplay
or to any of his belongings. Also, ·
election night was really wild;
KING sent Camarata to Pierce
County Court House and before
they had received one return, the
President, Governor, and Senate

races had been decided.
ple at co-op education and see what
Although the money is not in they can line up" he says. "But you
Camarata's chosen field, he thinks have to make sure you are
from his experience at KING he prepared for the · experience and
would like to give editing a try. know how to do what is asked of
''Students should talk with the peo- you."

Diet Center shrinks reducing pains
By Gretchen Stohr

Dieting seems to be something
that everyone has to go through at
least once in their life.
There are many different types
of diets and programs that people
try.
But most _treatments tend to
sway in one of two different directions, either to reducing caloric intake, or handling the psychological
influences that are caused by
dieting. Neither of these approaches have been very successful.
The new Diet Center program
here in Ellensburg, located in the
Davidson Building is based on the
understanding that being .
overweight is both a physical and
psychological problem.
The Diet Center's "whole person" concept is a new approach
that so far has been very effective.
The center feels that they have
been successful because their program is a combination of
nutritious, low-calorie diet and daily diet supplements, which consists
of an invert sugar that supplies immediate energy and avoids the
cravings for sweets, and an isQlate
protein for preventing hunger

pangs.
A B-complex vitamin which is
designed to calm the nerves and
give .a feeling of well-being is also
part of the program.
The program that the Diet
Center uses consists of four steps:
first, a two day conditioning diet,
which is to prepare for the diet. Second, a reducing diet, which usually lasts two to six weeks, depending on the weight loss desired.
During this time it is necessary
to make daily visits to the center
for counseling and weigh-ins. At
this point food intake is recorded
and any violations can be talked
over.
This daily visit is important for
the encouragement and motivation
that are essential for a successful
program. The visits and instructions last less then ten minutes a
day, during which your graphs are
checked and marked for improvement.
Thirdly, · a stabilization diet, is a
three week period with twice-aweek counseling. Lastly, after
reaching the desired weight goal,
there is the maintenance diet,
which is designed for continuous
lifetime weight control. To finish

up your program there are a series
of weekly nutritional behavior
classes, to help educate the dieters
about nutritional aspects of good
health.
These meetings · start during
your reducing diet and continue
until the end. During this time
goals will be set to help solve individual weight problems, how to
select nutr!tious foods and how to
remain slim.
According to the Diet Center,
how the program turns out

Which brings us to the price for
this program.
The price depends on how long
you are on the program. The first
three steps, which include a conditioning diet, reducing diet and
stabilization diet runs $33.50 a
week but the final step, the
maintenance diet, is free.
The results of this program like
any other self-improvement processes depends on the dieter and
how badly they really want to succeed.
'

Small Business and Personal

COMPUTER FAIR

THE FUTURE IS

Believe it or not-The bizzarest
.
.club
on campus dares to be different! ! !
It's time for ..... .
~ ·

NOW .

See What Computers Con Do For Your Business

-.. '.MUD WRESTLING

Holiday Inn_ Ellensburg

I - I-: .'W I"'"·

! ! Wha.t this town needs! ! !
Brought to you by Girls Club. and the .

8::W - 11 ::W u.m.
IA•mlil1g .\ .;ww Bnmt/,-;

td .~11wll

Bmi;im•ss mu/ . ·

· . J>er."iotlilf. l.'mt~/mtt•r .1')·s1n~1s

Horseshoe Tavern.
Th.is Friday Nite Feb. 20, a p.m·.
at The Horseshoe
$1 cover/ Benefit for M,S"

depends on how the instructions
are followed.
They claim that in six weeks, a
weight loss of 17 to 30 pounds is
possible. Keeping the weight off
also depends on the individual
maintaining their proper eating
habits.
The return of the old eating
habits also means the return of the
fat cells. However, if you do gain a
few pounds, the Diet Cetner will
help you take the fat back off, free
of charge.

Hmu/." ( }11 "''"''"'·"trc1tio11.-.

%

:; ;:;:

U"ortl Prm·1•s.-.i11g

FR EE TO THE Pl /BJ_,JC
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1
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,J,•111011 ... 1r:1tio11 ....
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Campus Gourmet
•1~..The :A ll-Anierican hot dog .~i•
by Bonnie Cornelison
HOT DOGS... Our food markets
are 'flooded with varieties of hot
dogs. Kosher, pickled, chicken,
turker, _and-beef are among the
flavors. Sizes come in cocktail,
jumbo, footlong c-nd regular. The
American hot dog is as patriotic
and individualistic as each.person.
Everyone has their own favorite.
We have gathered our favorite
recipes using hot dogs in
everything from appetizers to
soups, fondues, sandwiches and of
course the old time favorite "footlong hot dogs". Your choice may
be simply topped with ketchup,
mustard, and relish. Your
classmate may be more of a
gourmet topping his/hers with
avocados and mushrooms. Pick up
a package of hot dogs the next time
you're at the store and try our new
creations.
Our recipes are best used with
all-beef hot dogs. Turkey aQd
chicken franks do best if they are
not cooked over 20 minutes, and do
not do well. simmered in sauces.
Tonight go home and have some
hot dogs topped with chili and our
Busdriver bean speciality.
that you feel like you're getting to

ALL-AMERICAN HOT DOG experience a tradition of loµg ago.

These are excellent as a late din-.
ner after a game. Makes 1 dozen.

1 package hot dogs
_1 package hot dog buns

STUFFED
FRANKFURTERS

In a large kettle bring 5 cups
water to a boil. Add hot dogs,
cover, lower heat and simmer for 8 l .package hot dogs
minute8. Serve on wanned hot dog 2 cups stuffing mix
buns. Serve with catsup, mustard 10 slices bacon
and mayonaise. Favorite toppings
Fry each slice of bacon for 2
such as relish, chili, tomatoes,
cucumbers, and mushrooms prcr minutes on each side. Split each
vide individuality to the All frankfurter in half lengthwise not
. American hot dog. Chips, dips and cutting all the way through.
pop are standard accom- · Prepare stuffing mix as directed
·. on package. Place filling in slit,
paniments. Serves 5.
then wrap each frankfurter with a
strip of bacon. Wooden toothpicks
CONEY ISLAND DOGS
may be used to secure bacon if
needed. Place on a broiler pan and
broil 6 minutes on each side.
Oil for frying
Makes 10.
1 package hot dogs.
1 box corn bread mix
FONDUEFRA~
1h cup flour
1h cup water
1 package hot dogs
1 egg, slightly beaten
1 egg slightly beaten
Wooden skewers
1h cup milk
1 cup bisquick
Heat oil to frying temperature of 2 tasblespoons cornmeal
365 degrees. Skewer each hot dog l/4 teaspoon.salt
and pat dry. Combine all remain- 1/8 teaspoon chili powder
ing ingredients. Dip each skewered
hot dog into mixture, allow to drip
Cut each hot dog into l 1h inch
before frying in oil. Turn each over pieces, and pat dry. To beaten egg
once, coating should be golden add milk. Add remaining ingre- ·
brown. ·Approximately 4 minutes. dients and blend well. In fondue pot
Makes 10.
heat oil to 375 degrees. While oil is
heating spear hot dogs with fondue
·forks. Allow guests to dip hot dogs
FOOT-LONG HOT DOGS
.
.
into batter, then into hot oil. Cook ·
1 d~zen foot-l~ng hot"dogs
. approximately 2-3 minutes. Serve
· with mustard, catsup or dip.
1 dozen foot-long hot·d~g· buns
Serves 6.
Bring a large.k~ttieof .water to a
boil. Add . foot-long h~t' dogs and
.WRAPPED DOGGIES
simmer for 10 minutes. Serve with
foot-long .buns. F-0ot-l~ng buns rriay
be purchased at Albertsons Bakery 2 cans refrigerator biscuits
Department, however · · i ·days '1 package hot dogs
notice is advised. 'Sel-Y~ with hot
chili Jans Bean Dish or merely . · Preheat oven at 400°. Half each
ketchup and mustard. The , uni- hOt dog. Wrap each hot dog with a
queness about foot-long hot dogs is 1·biscuit. Pinch biscuit edge to seal ·
'

'

' '

dough. Bake on an ungreased
cookie sheet for 15 minutes. Makes
10.

CHILI CHEESE BAKE
1 can chili heated
1 package hot dogs
10 slices bread
softened margarine
10 slices swiss cheese
Simmer hot dogs in boiling water
for 5 minutes. While hot dogs are
cooking, spread- margarine on
each slice of bread. Place bread on
cookie sheet. on each slice of
bread place a slice of swiss cheese.
Top with a hot dog, and fold cheese
over dog to make a triangle, bringing up the sides of the bread.
Fasten each with a toothpick, and
brush each one with melted
marg~ine. Broil for 2-3 minutes
watching closely. Bread should be
.golden. Makes 10.

JANS BUSDRIVER
SPECIALTY
2 pounds ground beef
· 1 green pepper, chopped fine
1 mediwn onion, chopped fine
1 can lima beans, drained
1 can pinto beans, drained
2 cans kidney beans, drained
1 can (32 ounces) pork and beans,
undrained
1 cup grape juice
2 cups ketsQp ·
112 cup sugar
1 tablespoon dry mustard
1 crumbled bay·leaf
1 tablespoon liquid smoke
Saute beef, peppers'and onion in
a pan until beef is done. Drain and
place in a large baking dish. Add
all remaining ingreclients and mix
well . .Bake in a moderate oven of
350 for 1 hour. This.is an excellent
bean dish for picnics and outdoor
eating as well.

PINWHEELS
1 package hot dogs
5 hamburger buns, halved
2 cups cheese
1h cup mayonaise
1 small onion, chopped fine
2 medium tomatoes, sliced· into 10
slices

2 cans (15 ounces) pinto beans
3 cups water
1 bay leaf
Saute onions in margarine in a
kettle. Add undrained pinto beans
and all remaining ingredients. Bl·ing to a gentle boil and simmer for
20-25 minutes. Serve immediately.

Make slashes into hot dogs being
ORIENTAL APPETIZERS
careful not to cut completely
through. Broil hot dogs for 4
minutes or until they begion to l ·package hot dogs
curl. Combine cheese, mayonaise . 1 cup catsup
and onion. Place bun halves on a 2 tablespoons soy sauce
cookie sheet. on each half place a 1 jar apricot jam
slice of tomato, top tomatoes with tooth picks
a generous amount of cheese mixSlice each hot dog into diagonal
ture. Place each broiled hot dog on
slices. Over a low heat melt down
a bun half and bake at 350 until
jam. Add catsup and soy sauce,
cheese mixture is melted. Serve
blend well and add hot dogs. Simimmediately, pinwheels may be
mer for at least 2 hours, or until a
garnished with pickle rounds.
glaze forms over hot dogs. Skewer
Makes 10.
each slice with a toothpick and
place on a platter. Serve while hot.
HOT DOG CHOWDER
Appetizers may be made in advance, (1 month) frozen and
reheated when ready for - use.
l package hot dogs, cut into bite
Makes 30 appetizers.
size pieces
2 tablespoons oil
3 tablespoons onion, chopped fine
2 tablespoons green pepper, chopped fine (optional)
1 can creamed style corn .
· 2 cups milk
·
· ·
salt to taste

Corning next
week:.

Saute hot dogs, onions and .green
pepper in . oil. In a large kettle,
combine all remaining ingredienta
and blend well. Add hot dog mixture and cover. Simmer over low
heat until thoroughly heated. Serve
immediately.

PINTO W/ ~RANK.SSOUP
1 pac~age hofdogs, sliced thin
1 small can cooked carrots
1 medium onion sliced'
¥.! teaspoon garlic powder
2 tablespoons margarine ·

..

Eggs with
a flare

Feb~ry

19, 1981

Campus
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Arts and ·.E.n tertainment
Williams cast as 'red hot lover'
A professional museum designer
is putting his skills on the stage
rather than in the display case this
month, as Len Williams works to
become. the "Last of the Red Hot
Lovers."
Williams' sole previous theatre
experience was a small role in last
year's production of Fiddler on the
Roof. This winter he's undertaken
a demanding lead· role in Neil
Simon's successful 1969 comedy.
The man who says: "I have trouble remembering my own phone
number," is busy learning 72 pages
of script, along with the perfectly-.
timed body language that must ac- ·
company the words to achieve the
comic effect.
Williams will be delivering exactly half of the three-act play's
lines, since he appears alone with a
different woman iri each act.
Williams pointed out that little
theatrical make-up will be required when he assumes the title
role. Barney Cashman is a fellow
in his late 40' s, in a mid-life crisis,
with a nice family and a nice
business who suddenly wakes up
one· morning and says, "Wait a
minute - - is this all there is?"
Cashman decides to have a fling
- - in each act of the comedy, taking
a different woman to his mother's
vacant New York apartment for an ·
afternoon rendezvous.
· Choosing first a frustrated
housewife who's been "around the
block innumerable times with

dialogue than you'd expect - - 'the
script has to be delivered verbatim
to make sense."
Protesting, "I really didn't plan
on getting a role this large,"
Williams said: "I found last year
in Fiddler
the Roof that I get
tremendous personal satisfaction
from acting - - being in a 'cast of
thousands' was exhilarating."
Before last winter, Williams
said, ''I bo~ed myself silly, during
the winter. Going to family swims
and movies and playing intramural basketball were about
the scope of my repertoire - - and
·let's face it, those ove~-30 intramural teams require an equal
commitment to basketball and
prizefighting - - they're viQlent."
Williams said his decision to try
for the lead role in Red Hot Lover&'
was a joint agreement.
The family council, including Len,
his wife Elizabeth, and their sons
Boyd, 8, and Dane, 21h, talked over
the commitment necessary from
the rest of the family to make up
for his time away at rehearsals
"We all do our thing - - my wife
takes classes at CWU, Boyd plays
on a soccer team and Dane is too
young to have much independent
activity yet, but his time's
coming," he said.
A self-styled morning person.
Williams confessed that he was
constantly popping candy during
last year's Fiddler production to
keep his en~rgy level high ;during

on

Len Williams will play the "Last of the Red Hot
Lovers" in Central's production of the Neil Simon
comedy. The dinner theatre will run Feb. 26, 27 and 28
and March 5, 6 and 7 in the SUB Ballroom.
other guys," moving on to an exflower child with "one oar in the
water," and finally picking a good
friend of his. wife who comes on
strong at parties "but definitely
has second thoughts when it comes
to adultery,"i--the hero, according
to Williams,! finds himself in a
disaster thrice over.

"It's a standard Simon comedy- showing the frailty of human folk
without getting raunchy about it,"
Williams said.
Williams said of Simon's comedy
style: "You really can't slough
through Simon - - ad libs just won't
work, because his punch lines often
come four to five lines later in the

1

late night rehearsals.
Williams thinks all three of his
leading ladies in Lover are fine actresses. "These women are not
typical college students - - they're
already practicing their craft,_
their art. Taking classes all day
and rehearsing all evening requires a lot of dedication. Last
year preparing for Fiddler,
students were right there studying
for midtenns when they weren't on
stage," he recalled.
. Williams, CWU's Anthropology
Department · museologist, teaches
students about museums - - the
theory, history and craft of interpreting and displaying facts.
"The best things I have going for
me in Red Hot Lovers are my three
leading ladies, the novelty of a dinner theatre production engagement and Milo Smith. I can't lose."
he explained.
The production, directed by
Drama Prof. Milo Smith, will be
the University's first dinner
theatre production, staged in the
SUB Ballroom.
Tickets for the Feb. 26, 27 and 28
students-only dinner performances
including pizza, salad and
beverage are $7 .25.
Adult prices for March 5, 6 and 7
are $12.50, including a complete
dinner with a choice of baked ham
or roast beef.
Tickets are on sale at the Daily
1 Record office or at the SUB infor1mation desk.
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NEXT WEEK

[
BEST OF TOP ·.40

Thursday is Ladies Night
9- l :30 p.m.

~njoy Tequila Tuesday

3, 7 & 9:30 p.lll.
SUB Theater
Adlllission: SI~ 75

. Dining room

6:30 a.m. - l O.p.m.
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Campu6 Pape1ba~k· r>e6t6ellet6
1. The Official Preppy Handbook, edited by Lisa Birn- ·
bach. (Workman, $3.95.) Making the grade: humor.
...

_:.

___

2. The Next Whole Earth Catalog, edited by Stewart
.... _ -

Brand. (Point/Random House, $12.50.) Ideas forthe80's .

3. Godel, Escher, Bach, by Douglas R. Hofstadter.
(Vintage , $8.95.) Computer scientist's theory of reality.

Pottery by Prof. Richard
Fairbanks is now showing
in the Ellensburg Comm unity Art Gallery
downtown.

4. Still Life with Woodpecker, by Tom Robbins. (Bantam,
$6.95.) A sort of love sto~: fiction;
-

5. A Field Guide to Birds East of the Rockies, by Roger
Tory Peterson. (Houghton Mifflin, $9.95.) Revised classic.

6. Garfield at Large, by Jim Davis. (Ballantine, $4.95.) Wit
and wisdom of comic strip cat.

'

;

:Jinbtr-ct,J~y Kurt Vonnegut. (Dell, $2.95.) One man's life
from Harvard through Watergate: fiction.

8. Smiley's People, by John le Carre. (Bantam, $3.50.)
British masterspy versus Russian counterpart: fiction.

9. The Dead Zone, by Stephen King. (NAL/Signet, $3.50.)
Terror tale of a man who sees into the future: fiction.

10. Executioner's Song, by Norman Mailer. (Warner, $2.95.)
A true-life novel about Gary Gilmore . .

'-:

Compiled by The Chronicle of Higher Education from information
supplied by college stores throughout the country. February ~. 1981. ·
'_.j
~

'Nine to Five' fun movie
CamfJMS D~t News ~rvict

There used to be a time when we there is nothing more to "Nine to
went to the movies just to see our Five" than . a good time watching
Lattes, $6.95.) Cartoon strip about a bohemian poet.
favorite stars. The latest screwball Fonda, Tomlin. and especially Parcomedy
always seemed like the last ton in some downright silly and
Problems and Other Stories, by John Updike. (Fawcett/
but when Katherine Hepburn or Cary stupid escapades.
· ·
Crest, $2.95.) Twenty-three stories about middle-age.
Grant starred, they took on a fresh
They play secretaries working for a
magic of their own. "Nine to Five" is
The Brethren, by Bob Woodward and Scott Armstrong.
(Avon, $3.50.) Behind-the-scenes at the Supreme Court.
a movie very much like that. .It isn't boss who ·would set woman's liberaespecially wen.:made but it's almost tion back ten years; he treats them no
Association of American Publishers
always fun. There is comic material better than the . family dog. Like
that falls flat but we almost always screwball comedies of the past, "Nine
. laugh. And the director, Collin Hig- to Five'' is constructed of improbable
gins, totally misses the mark in a event upon improbable event making
long, fantasy sequence, but the movie each minute seem sillier than the last.
is almost always entertaining.
In the course of this farce, the ladies
The three women that make it so kidnap their boss and suspend him
are Jane Fonda, Lily To~in and from the ceiling so that he can't
Dolly Parton in her motin picture escape. There are misunderstandings,
debut. Although this is a social com- car cl.ases, and havoc galore.
, mentary in that it paints today's
female secretary as a target unfairly . Fonda is the new, shy, employee
treated by the boss, "Nine to Five" (you can imagine the fun in watching
· > delivers none · of the solemn Jane Fonda try to be shy), Tomlin the
seriousness we have come to expect walked-over secretary bucking for a
To Be
with a Jane Fonda movie. In fact, promotion, and Parton is the lonely
MacDoodle Street, by Mark Alan Stamaty. (Congdon &

woman incorrectly rumored to be
having .· an affair with the boss. The
three actresses create a wonderful rapport and become thoroughly entertaining even when the material fails.
These are three very watchable stars
· and our delight is in their delight in
perfoirning. They're all having a
good time.
"Nine to Five" would be throwaway entertainment, a movie lost in a
sea of mediocrity, if it were not for
this cast. And the movie may have
quietly disappeated into oblivion
years from now if it were not for Parton 's debut. She is terrific, so naturally sweet, so completely at eas in front
of a camera, that there is never a mo·
ment when . we don't appreciate her.
This is Parton's start, her big break.
If "Nine to Five" doesn't succeed on
it's own, we can always come back
years from now and remember it as
"Hello Dolly:• . ·

Brides and

Grooms

Button Jewelers
and
Moser's Men's Wear
are hos.t ing a

Bridal
Fashion
Showing
Saturday, February 28
at
Button Jewelers
New Bridal Showroom
"Bridal ·Treasures"
Featuring Fashions for:
Bride and Groom
Attendants ·
and family
Show will begin at 2 p.m.
with refreshments following

Channel 9 offers variety
Channel 9 features a week of progranuning ·for the final week in
Feb. that ranges from jazz to countcy music and from scientific in·
sight to analysis of modern art.

on Soundstage Feb. 24, at 11 p.m ..
Alabama-born Harris performs
country favorites such as "Two
More Bottles of Wine," and "I.
Ain't Living Long Like This" in the
hour IOng concert.
Emmylou Harris is spotlighted
The Birth and Death of a Star
. airs Feb. 25, at 9 p.m. The program
• • • • • • • • • • • • features special effects footage on
the life of stars. Dr. John Wheeler,
a Princeton University Professor
of Physics and contributor to early
research in nuclear physics, and
five colleagues discuss the stars as
part of the mysterious cosmic
Mechanical & Body evolutionary process. Wheeler
compares the holes to experimenRepairs
tal models for the collapse of the
universe itself.
on Domestic and
"Culture as Nature" is the topic

Motors

Foreign Autos.

925-1561

24
BRIDES: Be sure fo register your

HOUR

by March 31, to be
eligible In drawing for 3 pc. silver

TOWING

pafferns

2oth Century urbanization has
removed nature as possible subject matter. Interviews with Mar·
shall Mc(;!luhilll, Andy Warhol, and
Roy Lichtenstein are included in
. this episode of the effect of other
media on modern art.

D&M

•Drawing lor door prize

4th and Pine
Ellen•b•r1
921·2400

for Shock of the New airing Feb.
'l'l, at 10 p.m. For many artists,

205 N. Main

Austin City Limits features the
"Mandolin
Special/David
Grisman Quintet" spotlighting the
evolution of mandolin styles ·
through two pioneering generations. The David Grisman Quintet
reflects the influence of youth on
traditions of renowned mandolinists Tiny Moore, Jethro Bruns
and Johnny Gimble.

Space for art fest Opell
The Edmonds Arts Festival
Committee will screen works of
Artists and Craftspersons desiring
booth space at the 1981 Festival
March 7, 14 and 21 from 9 a.m. to 4
p.m;
The screenings will be held in the
Conference room of the Anderson
Cultural Center, 7th Ave. and Main
St. in Edmonds. New and returning
artists and craftspersons wishing

to be considered for ·'' Artists in Action" must show from 3 to 5 pieces
or enough to represent their craft
to the screening committee_on one
of those dates.
For more information on '~ists
in Action'', telephone Chairperson ·
Ann Ginsberg 776-4826 or Don
Schroeder 776-3350: or write to.Edmonds Arts Festival, P.O. Box 212,
Edmonds. WA 98020.
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Books

Authors explore ineaning of ·being
By Alan Hirsch

the person must learn to, as Lilly
states, "let go."
After this phase, the subject is
supposedly tr~msferred into a
dream state, culminating in the

the 1977 Nobel Prize winner in
chemistry, Ilya Prigogine. In his
book, "From Being to Becoming"
which is intended for the general
reader with a background in

Einstein and the unified field are attempting to discover and extheory. The book is laced with for- plain the nature and meaning of
mulas and graphs to show, scien- · Being but from totally different
tifically, how the universe is.
perspectives. Lilly searches from
Basically Prigogine is saying the mind looking inward into the
micro-portions of our existence.
Prigogine embraces the universe
as a whole and explains the gestalt
of Being.

Have you ever wondered why
there is something rather than
nothing?
Why there order rather than
chaos?
Why is the universe the way it is?
Two men have attempted, in
very different ways, to explain
In context of the history of
these very complex philosophical
science and philosophy these m.en
questions. John C. Lllly,M.D. and
...
are just part of a larger process.
Ilya Prigogine, Ph.D look at the
questions of existence in their
Certainly since the time of written
books, "The Deep Self" and
records the hwnan species has
"From Being to Becoming"
been concerned with the nature of
respectively.
its
being. In the last 100 years two
.. ··
Lilly approaches these questions
major works, Heidegger's Being
from the inner self while
and Time(1927) and Sartre's Being
Prigogone utilizes laws from the
and Nothingness(1943) have in
physical sciences to explain
complex detail addressed the conphenomenon. Since the recent inditions of Being and Existence.
terest in the film ''Altered States'',
people have been picking up their
Now more than ever, we are conLilly books about consciousness
cerned
with the ontological (Beand inner self and finding out that
ing)
questions.
In this tradition of
since 1954 Lilly has been placing
inquiry sits the works of Lilly and
himself into an isolation tank, a
Prigogine. They're worth a look.
device which he invented for
Eventually
we must all deal with
research into the "deep self".
these issues, for Being itself~ as
An isolation tank is a research
part of our condition, is itself an
tool which looks almost like a cofissue.
fin and has every aspect of the env i r o n·m en t
controlled.
Temperature, light, heat and ventillation are all regulated to the
proper levels to ensure sensory
depravation of the subject. As one
- ..._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _....Illlustrated by Sunshine Turtle
enters the tank, which is filled with
water and epsom salts, and lies
down on their back, (they float vortex of Being, new realities are chemistry and thermodynamics, that time, in the present paradigm,
because of the epsom salts) the experienced. The final stage is to Prigogine presents an everchang- complicates the physical sciences.
mind begins a transformation into enter the void.
The Seattle Repertory Theatre
ing (or evolving) rather than static His work is an attempt to "clean
the realms of the unknown.
It is difficult to comprehend view of the world.
up" the enigmas which surround returns to Yakima in the 1940' s
The windows of the mind begin to these experiences unless one has
comedy Born Yesterday, as the
He explains how order can temporality.
see light. Lilly explains that all an isolation tank in which to plunge develop and offers a new approach
What is most interesting about Bonus Attraction event in the
descriptions about experiences in into. Lilly understands this and to the asymmetry between past Prigogine is that he is using prin- Capitol Theatre Second Super
the tank should be explained gives instructions for a do-it- and fu.,ture. The book is quite com- ciples and terminology from hard Season series. The March 20 perwithout terms such as unreal or ir- yourself isolation tank. However, plex and reviews systematically sciences. His arguments carry formance will be co-sponsored by
rational. If a person experiences before you run out and buy all the chemicals and physical principals clout "f't h~ ha:- not created too the Allied Arts Council who have
certain phenomena then they are materials for your dorm room or that structured our world-views of many IJ\' W terms .' lthough at first, brought the Rep's touring producnot crazy, this is their experience. apartment isolation tank, reality.
_
the bol)k -..,erns r•1mplicated, those tion to Yakima for the past seven
Lilly claims that there are· inner remember these tanks can get exIt begins with a look at classical with a ~ · 21~ background will
domains that are part of our world pensive quickly. The thermo- and quantum mechanics and then find the vOoJi-; 'nteresting and
but at the same time are hidden . regulator alone must be accurate shifts towards thermodynamics relativeiy simple.
and isolated. By placing one's body enough to vary by one degree c 0 • and kinetic theory. Prigogine
He, in a sense, is the straightin a state of sensory' depravation,
Lilly received his BA from Cal fdemonstrate~e dil~~ed by ~n.'.!_a~~ to~il~...:B:;,;..2,;o;t:.:h..,.,&r::en:.,.w--w:ii'._----..~.._.........~....~~
11111
these areas of hiddenness and Tech and Doctor of Medicine from
isolation are brought forth into the the Pennsylvania School of
mind. Lilly, with a host of other Medicfne. His research interests
research assistants describe the include medical and biophysics.
six states of being.
·
For thirteen years he studied
Lilly has exposed many different dolphin-human communication,
anatomy
and
people to his isolation tank. dolphin
Authors, housewives, truckdrivers psychological behavior. He is a
and other psychologists have courageous scientist who may, or
helped him to understand a wide may not be correct, but takes
chances to explore psychological
variety of experiences.
What happens in the·tank? In the avenues that have previously been ,
first step, after a few minutes the overlooked. A "Lilly Selection" for .
subject begins to feel pure sensa- those who are interested could intions such as warmth, quiet or clude his "The Deep Self''", "The
wetness. Thoughts then take over Center of the Cyclone", "Man and
and the person usually asks Dolphin" and "Simulations of
themselves who they are and what God: The Science of Belief.''
Another, more traditional apthey're doing there. The answers
are found within the mind itself - proach to the Science of Being is by

·

Seattle group
performs in
Yakima theatre

o BOOKS

o PRINTS
o COFFEE
01

TEA

202 E. FOURTH

962-2375
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Nugent concert slated for March
By Kevin Marketon
Central's two-year concert
drought will end March 7 when Ted
Nugent performs in concert at
Nicholson Pavilion.
Concert coordinator Phil Patterson secured the concert date last
Wednesday after two weeks of
negotiation with Nugent's agent.
Even with three cancelled concerts
behind him, Patterson is confident
that the Nugent show will succeed
because Seattle's John Bower Concert Company is promoting the
concert, and, according to Patter-

son, the Bower Company is a
reliable and trustworthy firm,
sharing domination of the Northwest concert scene with
Albatross productions.
The opening act for Nugent will
be another name musician,
guitarist Sammy Hagar. Hagar
has a style similar to Nugent's, as
they both are hard rock guitarists.
The appearance of Hagar will give
Central students the opportunity to
see two first-rate rock musicians
at the same time.
Since he predicts success with

the Nugent concert, Patterson also
predicts that_ the concert will
regain Central's credibility as a
concert spot.
The Bower Company will set up
the stage, which is a specially constructed five-foot-high model from
Portland, Ore. that will include .
Nugent's amplification equipment,
lighting, speaker towers and wiring. This will be set up at least one
day prior to the concert to work out
the bugs.
The main purpose of the concert
is to acquire a name musician for

students. The March concert has
no relation whatever to the cancelled Atlanta Rhythm Section concert
last quarter, as. some have suggested that this concert was part of
a deal to make up for the lost ARS
show. The ARS matter still has not
been s~ttled and is not expected to
be for some time.
·
Patterson is finnly convinced
that the concert will be a success.
In a lighter note, when he was being teased about the possibility of
the concert not coming off, he kidded, "If this one doesn't happen, I

think I'll kill myself."
There has been some skepticism
from the students about the concert. The announcement of the concert was made in the dining halls,
and at the Hawaii-Hilo game last
Wednesday it was met with
negative and pessimistic remarks
by the students. Others have been
excited by the news and plan to
purchase their tickets as soon as
they become available.
Tickets sell for $10 and are
available at the SUB information
booth and Stereocraft.

Review

'Ragi,ng Bull' one of the year's best movies
( 'umpru /Jig~." /litws Sf'rvirt•

Martin Scorsese's "Raging Bull" is
about prize-fighter Jake·La Motta but
it isn't really. What it's really about
is anger, grief, brute force, and the
darkest side of the human animal. It's ·
also one of the most controversial 1
movies of the year. It's also one of
the best.
"Raging Bull" is Scorsese's saddest and most brutal movie to datf
and that says a lot coming from the
man who made "Mean Streets" and
"Taxi Driver." In Jake La Motta and
his world of boxing, . Scorsese has
found the perfect symbol for our evil
side. H. G. Wells looked at man in
the same way, drawing humanity and
primitive animal together in ''The
Island of Dr. Moreau." That seems
to be the overwhelming vision of
Scorsese. Jake La Motta is an animal
and we all have some of that animal !
inside our system.
Robert De Niro Stars as the prizefighter, La Motta, whose book this
movie is based on. Like boxing
movies of the past, La Motta's story

follows his life from rising star to
champion. But no movie has used this
brutal sport as the sad symbol that
"Raging Bull" does.
Scorsese's movie, filmed in an oldfashi~ned black and white, is ·
anything but subtle. Symbolism
usually shouldn't hit us over the
head, but here is an exception. That's
because "Raging Bull" is edited and
acted with such honesty that the symbolism isn't obtrusive but plays an intregal part in the picture. In other
words, we don't get tired of it but accept it as part of Scorsese's vision.
From the opening minutes of the
picture, La Motta's world is the world
of an animal. When he and his first
wife get into a vicious fight, the
neighbors yell that he lives like a
beast. His attitude toward women is
seen only in the most primitive way.
He lusts after the ones he wants, is insanely jealous of other men, and sees
his wives in no other tem:is than sexual objects.
In the ring, Scorsese's metaphor

holds the most weight. The fight
scenes are not only brutal and dexteriously choreographed and edited
but they put the movie in the precise
frame it is meant to be seen. La Motta, dressed in a leopard bathrobe, lets
the attacker attack and then after taking a beating, comes on strong. The
fighters look like bulls in a cage trying
to draw each other's blood. The
gloves come from the sky like bats
ready to attack. The champ stamps
around the ring as the sound of his
feet remind us of an unruly elephant.
And the noises from the crowd are
grunts and groans of a zoo. All of
these things come at us at once and
the effect is brilliant, unlike anything
in boxing movies of the past.
· De Niro is brilliant, making the explosive impulses of La Motta seem so
real that they haunt us throughout the
movie. Was the real Jake La Motta
this terrible? I suppose not, but I
couldn't care less. This Jake La Motta is a beast, so convincingly played
by De Niro, that he appears real

enough. Although the real Jake La
Motta was advisor for this movie, .the
beastiality .of the prize-fighter on
screen is more of a terrifying symbol
than a true-to-life portrait.
There are no likeable characters
which is usually a problem but the
· honesty of De Niro and Scorsese
make the movie never less than
fascinating. What they claim to be
portraying is an evil that exists within
our species and they never alter from
their vision. La Motta's happy times-his wedding, the birth of his kids, the
first years of marriage--are seen in a
brief montage that make up the only
color in the movie. · Aside from this
sequence, "Raging Bull"is ugly and
only ugly ... and that's just what it
wants to be. ·
The supporting performances are
equally good, especiaJly Joe Pesci as
La Motta's brother and manager and
Cathy Moriarity as his unfortunate
wife. In the end, La Motta's impulses
alienate him from these people, the
people he really loves the most. This

pathetic, over-weight failure finds that
he is alone in the world, sinking from
boxing champion to the owner of a
cheap nightclub.
In Scorsese's "Taxi Driver" and
"Mean Streets," the decaying men
were driven to their sad, violent form
by the urban society that surrounded
them. This movie is even more
pessimistic making the claim that the _
violence is internal as well.
La Motta's case is rare in that he is
unable to articulate what is moving
through his mind; unable to express
what feelings lay deep within -his
system. Thus, his violent impulses explode from his lack of self-insight.
Scorsese, it seems, believes that this is
a universal problem; the violent
animal is most evident in those of us
who face that problem to a larger extent. All in all, Scorsese's vision of
the exploding nature of our species is
chilling. Right or wrong, his movie is
so well executed that that vision cannot easily be dismissed.

F ehruary Guideline
Musi~ !

Feb. 21-La Traviata-8 p.m., Hertz : Spurgeon Gallery (through March backup band. Also stars Dyan CanHall.
· 6).
non and Amy Irving. 3, 7, 9:30
p.m.,SUB.
Feb. 22-Ferrante and Teicher- d'Elaine Johnson paintings in the
Seattle Opera House, 8 p.m.
,Alumni Suite, Barge 310.
Feb. 20-Snoopy Come Home-

Feb. 19-Andres Segovia-Seattle
Opera House, 8 p.m.

Any information leading to the
~hereabouts of 2 Central WashiQgton University Podium seals
are missing from the SUB
.!would be greatly \appreciated. ,
No questions asked if !returned.

Feb. 24-Herbert Bird, violin-8
p.m., Hertz Hall.

•t

Thank you,

Scheduling center

Art
Feb. 2-20-Sculpture by Lynda
Rockwood, Seattle artist-Sarah
Spurgeon Gallery, 8-12, 1-5
. weekdays.
Feb. 23-Student Art Show-Sarah

'Kegs to go

$28.

BUCKBOARD
'

-

TAVERN
and·

$21 pony
kegs
11.a.ni. - 2 .a.m.

Feb. 26-28-~t of the Red Hot
Lovers-by Neil Simon, dinner
theatre, 8 p.m., SUB Theatre.

Films

Feb. 22-Hunger-Per Oscarsson
makes this film from a novel by the
Norwegian author, Knut Hamsun.
We not only see the young, broke

Feb. 19-Honeysuckle Rose-Willie
Nelson as a singer touring with his

and hungry author, but we experience, through his eyes and
mind, his loneliness and hunger

925-9921

Feb. 26-Brubaker-Robert Redford as Henry Brubaker, warden of
Wakefield State Penitentiary with
a look inside of prison life. 3, 7, 9: 30
p.m. SUB.
Feb. 27-The Reivers-Faulkner's
Pulitzer Prize novel is adapted to
film, with Steve McQueen starring .
Mitch Vogel plays a twelve year
old boy who learns how hard life is
during a rolicking jaunt from rural
Mississippi to
Memphis.
Ellensburg Public Library, 6:45 ,
p.m.

'Elephant Man' to play in Seattle
-''The Elephant Man,'' the Broadway hit based on the life of
. sideshow freak John Merrick,
comes to Seattle's Moore Theatre
stage for seven performances .
beginning March 11.
The action of the two-act play is
set in London Hospital nearly 100

years ago. John Merrick, a
sideshow freak, is rescued from his
pitiful existence by Frederick
Treves,oneoftheleadings~geons

of the day. Ironically, in Treves'
hospital, Merrick reveals a wit and
intelligence that surprises even his
doctor and becomes the darling of

Victoriao. society. Among the eminent Victorians who visit Merrick
in the last days of his brief but
unusal life is the actress Mrs. Kendal, who creates an environment of
warmth and hwnanity for the
freakish "Elephant Man."

fTYPiNG-····--..1
ii (white
111 S. Pearl
church _bldg.~
i

i.

1302 S. Ruby.

Drama

Snoopy leaves home to live with his
first owner, but the Peanuts gang
. can't live without him. Ellensburg
Public Library, 7 p.m.

pains. Hertz Hall, 7 p.m.

·§
=

3 blocks So. of P .O~

I Ask for Audrey

·

925-3410. .

I

I

-WllllllJllWllllllllHIHHllllnHllllUftlllllllHlllllllllllllHW~

The role ~f "The Elephant Mann
is played by Courtney Burr. Joan
Grant takes the part of the·famous
Victorian actress Mrs. Madge Kendal and Kenneth Gardner plays Dr.
Frederick Treves. Other cast
members include K. Lype O'Dell,
Larry Swansen, Peter Bartlett,
Judith Calder and Michael Russell.

Showtimes are 8 p.m. March
11-15. Matiness are scheduled on
Saturday and Sunday at 2 p.m.
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Sports
Wrestlers prepare
for regionals
Ellis, Hoiness repeat
as ·Wash. collegi;Jte
champions
·
Six wrestlers will represent Central in the District 1-2 NAIA meet
his weekend at Willamette University in Salem, Ore:
Coach Eric Beardsley uses the
meet as a natioanl qualifier for his
grapple~s, requiring them to finish
either first or second or a strong
third place to earn a national
berth.
Representing the Wildcats will
be eiter Rob Lagerquist (Edmonds, Sr.) or Sam Segawa
(Japan, Sr.) at 118 pounds, twotime national runnerup Ronald
Ellis (Tacoma, Sr.) at 126 pounds,
Cowiche sophomore K~lly Willard
at 134 p~mnds, C.D. Hoiness
(Longview, Jr.) at 142, Richard
Esparza (Grandview, Jr.) at 150
and Rick Elstrom (Issaquah, So.)
at 190.
Lagerquist and Segawa, who is
recovering from a dislocated
elbow, will wrestleoff this week to
decide the 118-pound representative.
Beardsley decided because of
budget considerations not to enter
wrestlers at four weights. "If I
thought we had a good, strong
chance to win the team title, we
would go with 10. These are the
Wrestlers we feel have a chance to
qualify for nationals."
Ellis and Hoiness are the defending District 1-2 champs at their
weights. Lagerquist placed fourth.

cwu finished third in the team
standings in back of Pacific and
Southern Oregon.
Pacific iwll be favored to retain
its team title. Other schools vying
for the honors will be Oregon Tech,
Southern Oregon, Willamette, Linfield, Eastern Oregon, Simon
Fraser, Pacific Lutheran, Western
Washington
and Northwest
Nazarene.
Ellis is 9-3 on the season, but is
riding a five-match win streak and
earned .the outstanding wrestler
award alst weekend at the
Washington State Collegiate
Championships at Nicholson
Pavilion.
Hoiness, who along with Ellis
successfully defended his title in
last weekend's tournament, carries a 13-6 record. Elstrom is
CWU's top winner with 14-8 record
and had won six in a row before losing to WSU's Dan Morrow in the
finals of the Collegiate Championship tournamnet.
Willard is 7-5, but has won four of
five. Esparza is riding a threematch streak and is 8-7 and Lagerquist has w-0n five of his last seven
for a 8-13 record. His is 5-5 and 118
pounds . .
After this weekend's regionals,
CWU will have two weeks to
prepare for the nationals, which
will be at Edmonds, Okla., March
5-7.

LOOK GOOD

i}hofo. l>:V-i\:fairMcGfue'li.
C.D. Hoiness successfully defended his Washington Collegiate Wrestling Championship last weekend at Nicholson
Pavilion, raising his season record to 13-6. Hoiness will be
out to protect his District I-II title this weekend.
I: "'

·photo by Matt MeGillen
Ron Ellis, two-time NAIA national runnerup, also defended his WCWC as well as being named the outstanding
wrestler of the tournament. Currently riding a five-match
win .s treak Ellis too will be looking to protect his District
I-II crown.

·- FEEL· GO.O D MILK'S SO GOOD
Open
lpm-7pm
Mon-Sat ·

COMPARE, OUR.
MILK PRICES
2% 1hGallon
Grade A 1h Gallon
Pasteuriz~d/Homog~nized

Whole 1h Gallon s7c·

Winagar's
Located Just 8 Blocks

11111

•

w..t Of Nlcholson Pavillon

."we accepf food coupons" i. 419 W. 15th -- 925-1821
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Swimmers end regular sea~on
Women sweep,
men spilt
The CWU women's swim team
swept a pair of dual meets, while
the men's team managed a split of
their two outings, Friday and
Saturday afternoons at Nicholoson
, Pavilion Pool.
·
T3e women downed Pacific
Lutheran University 86-52 and
crushed Whitman College 92-33 to
raise their season record to 13-6.
The men also beat Whitman
(57-43), but fell to PLU 6l-50 to put
their mark at 12-6.
Against the Lutes Laurie Partch
(1000free,11:30;100flyl:02.8)and
Shannon Tweit (200 free, 2:04.9;
500 free 5:38.2) scored double wins
for the Cats.
Julie Harshbarger (50 fly, 29.1)
and Celeste Robischon (100 free,
58.1) picked up single victories.
Partch, Robischon, Tweit and Linda Ashburn teamed for a win in the
200 freestyle medley with a time of
1:47.6.
Against PLU the men took victories in the 200 backstroke (Bob
Kennedy 2:03.6), 200 breaststroke
(Kirk Fletcher, 2:19.2) and the 400
freestyle with the team of Kennedy, Fletcher, Tom Dunning and
Wil Delony recording a time of
3:23.5.
Jerry Latham and Mike Hays
finished 1-2 in the one and three
meter diving competetion.

In the double win over Whitman,
the women took the 200 medley
relay (Partch, Pam Ruggles, Harshbarger and Ashburn, 2:03.6), 50
backstroke (Robischon 32.6), 50
free (Robischon 26.9), 50 butterfly
· (Anna Terhaar 31.3), one-meter
diving (Lisa Olander 168.15), 100
butterfly (Stephanie·Ward 1:09.5),
100 freestyle (Anna Terhaar
1:03.3), 100 backstroke (Robischon
1: 11.1), 100 breastsroke (Ruggles
1: 15. 9), three-meter diving
(Olander 187.4) and the 200
freestyle medley (Pam Rodrigue;
Ashburn Harshberger and
Partch).
The men scored victories in the
200 freestyle (Tim Mahaffie
1: 54.8), 50 freestyle Bruce Fletcher
(23.1), one-meter diving (Lathan
186.4), 100 butterfly (Kirk Fletcher
59.0), 100 freestyle (Brad Kelly
54.2), 100 backstroke (Jeff Leak
58.7) and the 100 breaststroke
(Kirk Figon 1:07.5).
The two meets complete the
men's and women's dual schedule.
The next action for both teams will
be the combined District I and II
regionals strarting today and running through Saturday for the men
at Pacific Lutheran University in
Tacoma,
The women's regionals begin a
week from today at Lewis and
Clark University in Portland.

.Last chance
to qualify
Kirk Fletcher, Tom Dunning and meet, according to Gregson. Other
Bob Kennedy are Central's best teams will be Southern Oregon,
hopes to wim titles this weekend in Lewis and Clark, Whitman,
the Northwest Smallcollege Invita- Eastern Washingion, Whitworth,
tional swim meet in Tacoma.
~~if~c, Linfield, Oregon College,
Evergreen and Portland State.
The meet is the fianl opportunity
The ~ets underway Thursfor CWU Swimmers to qualify for
nationals, which will be held next day and continues Friday and
month in Liberty, MO. \
Saturday. CWU's women wil1comSo far Kennedy (Sitka, Alaska, pete the following weekend in their
So.) in the 100 and 200 backstroke regional at Lewis and Clark in
and Dunning (Bellevue, Jr.) in the Portland.
200 back are CWU's only individual
Here is Central's tentative entry
qualifiers. Both CWU relay teams list with best times:
(400 medley and 400 relay) have
FREESTYLE
50 - Bruce Fletcher 22 ·7• Will
bettered national-qualifying stan-dards.
Deloney 23.06, Pat McCarthy 23.4,
Fletcher (Woodinville, Jr.)Wm-Brad Kelly 24.828.
be favored in the 100 yard and 200
yard breaststroke events and Dunning and Kennedy will share the
favorite's role in the 100 and 200
backstroke events, according to
CWU coach Bob Gregson.
In addition Fletcher, Mike Baird
(Seattl.e), Hal Buttery (Seattle),
Kirk Fig on (Olympia), Kevin
Hegge (Seattle), Jon Rice (Seattle) and Jeff Osborn (Ellensburg)
will be entered in the breast
events.
In the sprints, Bruce Fletcher, a
frosh from Olympia, is CWU's top
swimmer with bests of 22.67 in the
50 and 50.65 in the 100.

February 19, 1981
100 - Bruce Fletcher 50.65, Will
Deloney 50.92, Kelly 54.2, McCarthy 51.4.
.
200 - Tom Dunning 1:50.06, Jeff
Leak 1:53.57, Matt Phelan 2:03.5.
500 - Hal Hart 5:22.8, Matt
Phelan 5:52.1.
1650 - Hart Phelan.
BREASTSTROKE
100 - Kevin Hegge 1: 03.54, Kirk
Fletcher 1:03.67, Jeff Osborn
1:03.77, Kirk Figon 1:07.5, Mike
Baird 1:09.7, Hal Buttery.
200- Kirk Fletcher 2:18.3, Hegge
2: 2!, Osborn 2: 21.56, Buttery
2:27.7, Figon 2:29.9, Baird 2:29.1,
Jon Rice 2:36.487.
BACKSTROKE
100 - Tom Dunning 57.2, Bob Kennedy 56.54, Jeff Leak 58.7.
200 - Kennedy 2:02.69, Dunnin~
2:04.7, Leak 2:09.35.
BUTTERFLY
100 - Tim Mahaffie 59.1
200 - Mahaffie 2:09.28
INDIVIDUAL MEDLEY
200 - Mahaffie 2:10.565
DIVING
One-meter - Mike Hays 202, Terry
Lathan 208.6
Three-meter - Lathan 206.1, Hays
151.15

Willamette and Pacific Lutheran
will share the favorite's role in the

gooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooj

§ MidStateAviation, Inc. introduces th'!
8 new 4,tc ATC 61 OJ flight Simulator 0
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instrument competency up to 20 hours of the 40 required
hours can be accomplished on the A TC 6 10 simulator

1
.
o

Multi engine instruction in a new Piper Seminole
beginning March 15 Check out Midstate's FAA part 141

S

"I like drivin' for Olympia.
Real good company Real
good beer But there's one
thing I learned a long time
ago It'.s the Artesian brewing
water that makes Oly taste
so good. So when I'm drivin'
anywhere near the brewery,
I watch out for Artesians.
They'll run right out in front
of you. Don't look or nothin''.'

I

Approved training courses for Private and Commercial Pilot.
· See how they can save you money with structured flight instruction
and lower hourly requirements.
Join our Midstate Aero Club and fly six different airplanes at
reduced rates.

for more information call:

S

ARTESIANS"

/

Midstate Aviaiion, l~c. 962-2873
·at ithe 'Ellensburg Airport· .

~000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000

I

''It~ a. water''

7,e;r
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Wildcats clip
Seattle Pacific
Turning what could have been a
thriller into a_comfortable ninepoint victory in the game's final
minute and a half, the Central
Wildcats dumped the NCAA Division Il Seattle University Fal~ons
76-67.
Running their record to 17-10 on
the year, the Cats defeated the
Falcons for the second time this
season. The game does not count in
the district race, since SPU is not
in District I.
In NAIA games Central stands
13-4, which puts them in third place

in the complicated Krouse Kount
point system with two District I
games remaining.
The victory gives the Wildcats
three wins in their last four
outings, with the only recent blemsih being a lopsided loss to llthranked NCAA Division Il University of Puget Sound last Staurday in
Tacoma. UPS has beaten Central
twice since the Cats upset the Loggers 72-66 in the chmpionship of the
Puget Sound Christmas Tournament.
In other games last week, CWU

bounced the University of HiloHawaii twice. .
As for Tuesday night's tilt with
the Falcons, Central appeared as if
it would take what has become a
now familar path. After building a
substantial lead, 61-47, the Cats let
the Falcons slowly creep back into
the game.
But for once, the breaks went the
Cats' way.
Following a Central turnover,
SPU had a chance to come within
three points with 1:45 left. The
Falcons returned the favor,
however, and turned the ball back
· over to the Cats, who promptly
pumped in six quick points to
abruptly end Seattle's comeback.
Mike Barney dropped in both
ends of a one-and-one to make .the
gap 72-65. Lucky Tayolor then slapped the ball loose as the Falcons
tried to bring the ball upcourt. Eli
Carter recoverd the loose ball and
fed Taylor for a uncontested slam
dunk to make it 74-65.
·
SPU finally got the baJJ upcourt,
but its hurried shot was well off the
mark and firing out .on the fast
break John Holtman dished off to
Scott Tri for an easy basket on a
two-on-one fastbreak to spread the
margin to 76-65. .
·
The Falcons scored a meaningless basket on a goaltending
call as the clock ran out when
·another shot well off the mark was
slapped high into the Bickle seats
by Howie Long.
John Harper lead the Wildcats
with 19 points, while Barney added
15·,-Steve Pudists 13 and Carter 11.

Foe set for district opener
Central's opening round NAIA
playoff opponent has been determined, but the site is still yet to be
· decided.
St. Martin's which visits
Nicholson Pavilion Friday night,
clinched the district's No. 1 playoff
berth Monday when second-place
Simon Fraser was upset be Seattle.
The Saints will face either LewisClark State or Alaska-Fairbanks in
their opener.
Central will take on Simon
Fraser in the other opening round
game. The Clansmen can earn the
home court advantage by
defeating Lewis-Clark State at
Lewiston Saturday night, but if
they should falter against l.rC,
CWU can earn the host role by
defeating St. Martin's and Seattle
this weekend. The playoffs begin
next Thursday with the first round

winners then squaring off in a bestof-three series for the district ~itle.
Central, which appeared to blow
any chance for a homecourt game
two weeks ago by losing to SFU
and PLU, has won its last three
NAIA games and is 16-10 for all
games, after dropping an 88-65
decision Saturday at Puget Sound.
The CWU-St. Martin's matchup
could very easily be a preview of
the district finals. CWU handed St.
Martin's a 72-53 loss in Lacy .last
December.
"That ahnost seems like a year
ago," CWU coach Dean Nicholson
said. "They (St. Martin's) have
been playing ver.y well
NAIA-wise. ''
The Saints are led by Chris
McGee. McGee, an all-district
selection last year, is averaging
15.8 points per game. Tony Willis

(11.5), Tim Whitworth (11.2) and
Pete Doherty (10.6) are also in dou- ·
ble figures.
The Saints lost their last start to
Seattle Pacific; but were just 11 of
24 from the foul line and missed the
front ends of six one-and-ones.
Seattle University is at
Nicholson Saturday night. The
Chieftains, 9-11, will be led by Bob
Kennedy (20.3 ppg), Scott Copan
(17.3) and Gregg Pudwill (13.5).
The Wildcats then host Athletes
in Action Monday night in a contest, which could be the highlight of
the season.
The AIA team features former
Arkansas All-American Marvin
Delph; seven-footer Steve Schall.
Fonner Notre Dame star Rich
Branning along with UCLA's Greg
Sims are also on the AIA roster.

Tammie Shannon (12) and Vicki Vanderberg (10) chase
that elusive thing that ~veryone makes such a hoop-la
·\
about.

Women trounce
Rolling to their . fourth straight ~ by Crystal Hamilton, to increase
win, the cwu women's basketball ' their lead to 57-34 midway through
team trounced the Seattle Pacific
the second half.
The Falcons never scored more
Falcons 90-54 Tuesday afternoon at
than four points in row again as the
Nicholson Pavilion.
The victory improves the Cats continued to build their bulge
Wildcats' Northwest Empire until the games final moments,
League record to 3-6 and evens when Ann Barstow hit.a layin with
their season slate at 10-10.
five seconds left to give Central its .
Coming into the game · riding a biggest margin, 36, at 90-54.
three-game win streak - all coming
Holden, a S-11 sophomore from
on a recent roadtrip to Alaska, the Zillah, paced the Central attack
Cats fell briefly behind the Falcons with 21 points. She was backed by
8-4 'in the game's early ·going.
Shannon's 15 and Barstow's 12.
But three quick baskets in a row
The wide margin was in part due
by Tammie Shannon put Central to the relentless defense of the Cats
back in front 10-8, a lead they never and the run-and-gun offense
relinquished. CWU then proceeded employed by both teams. The
to outscore SPU 17-5 over the next Falacons were guilty of a near imseven minutes to build a Zl-13 ad- possible to imagine 40 turnovers.
vantage with 6: 30 left in the half.
Central had 28.
By intermission the. Cats were
On the women's trip to Alaska,
ahead by 16, 40-24.
the ·Cats fell to the University of
Not to be outdone by their strong Alaska at Anchorage, 78-69. They
first-half performance, Central came back the next night and
began where it left off in the second dumped the NCAA team 72-57,
twenty minutes. This time the Cats before sweeping a NAIA doublewent on a li-8 tear, including header from the University of
Cheryl Holden's six free throws Alasksa at Fairbanks, 70-56 and
wrapped around a baseline jumper i 72-63.

FOREIGN CAR
,REPAIRS AND PA-RTS
vw
DATSUN
-TOYOTA
INDEPENDENT AUTO REPAIR
·603 North Main

· 925-55~9
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lntramurals

Ge~logy

&
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•

For the second time

lnnertuhe Basketball Continu~d from pg. l ·

Racquetball

Innertube Basketball $UccessfulRacquetball is a rapidly growing · ly began Tuesday, Feb.10. Enough
Cities, states and
sport, so to demonstrate your skills participants turned out to rnke two federal environmental laws are
Last quarter a petition to in- of existing programs. Develop- or just to meet other people who teams and to play and learn the creating a demand for enstitute a voluntary fee to supple- ment of any new programs are also interested in this sport, the rules of this exciting and fun-filled vironmental geologists, a new
ment the ailing budgets of In- relating to current needs of Intramural Sports ·Program is action game.
specialty. The critical need for
tramurals and Athletics went students is imposible.
·sponsoring a tournament on
Interested students are invited to water for drinking supplies and irbefore the students. The petition
If you have questions or com- February 27th and 2.Sth.
attend these waterfilled evenings rigation, ·especially in developing
was distributed last fall quarter ments about the proposed fee,
This will be a men's double and we are expecting to set up arid areas, is increasing the need
and approximately 1800 signatures please stop by the Intramural Of- · elimination :tournament and is league play very soon. The games . for . ground water geologists. Inof support · were gathered. On fice in room 108 of Nicholson limited to 16 players. There will be are held from ~10 p.m. in the CWU creasing ·mining activity and con1 Wednesday, ; at
2:15 in the Pavilion.
a minimal e~try fee of $2.00 and Pool.
. str.uction sit~g is requiring more
: Kacheese room of the SUB, the
prizes will be awarded to the top
geological engineers. Ev~n sum. petition will b~ brought before the
three winners ..Sign ·up now in
mer jobs are plentiful for geology
. Associated Students ·of Central
Sun valley trip
Intramural office.
Team of the week
majors. These jobs provide ex. Board of Directors to request their
cellent practical training, : offer
' support. If the board of directors
The C. W. U. Ski Club is offering a
Ski bus offered
ren urnerath~e rewards and · often
The "Teani. of the .week" ·Ui are in scenic, remote parts of
approves the petition, students will trip to Sun Valley March 24thhave the optiop of supporting both March 28th. The cost is $180.00
·On Friday, _February 20, there "Gang Green.'; Their current North America:
: intramurals and athletics during · which iricludes lodging, tickets, will be a ski bus leaving at 5 p.m. record in Division II of "C" league
Salaries in !geology are increas. registration by paying a voluntary food and transportation. Limited for Alpental. The cost will be $5.00 . is 6-0. The team's trademark is an ing rapidly as the short supply and
fee of $5;
·
space is available . . A deposit of for transportation and the bus will assertive press that has helped expanding demand are producing
With acceptance of this fee, we $5Q.OO is due Feb. 28th. The ski club leave from the _East End of the . them outscore their opponents · · an auction situation in which the
, iwill be able • to maintain our is planning to offer ski trips and parking lot by Hertz. Discounted 49()..247.
highest bidder gets the person with
presently strong intramurals and snowshoeing activities. We will be lift tickets will .be available. Sign
We would like to congratulate · · the degree. Bachelors degrees in
~thletic programs. As 1t stands taking advantage of A.S.A. up for this fun-filled night of skiing Tom Eidsmoe, Bob Iddins, Jeff geology are commanding starting
now, these programs are in jeapor- membership. Look for our posters . by Thursday in the SUB Games Cochran, Jim Ockerman, Dave salaries of up to $18,000, and begindy of being cut. A lack of available to find out when the next meeting Room. For further information Blossom, and Dennis Bower for ning master's degrees salaries to
~ service and activities funds make is. Contact Chuck at 963-3276, if in- contact the Upiversity Recreatio~ their good attitudes and fine team $24,000.
• it difficult to continue maintenance terested in Sun Valley trip.
office at 963-3512.
play.
For many1 years geology was
almost excltisively a white male

Petition goes before BOD

the

•
·
•
d:
:CWu ta k es flzrst-ever lll r:&or soccer match
:

~

'

· By Bob Storino

Playing in its first-ever indoor
: "speed" soccer game, Central's
•. Soccer Club came away with a oar: row 2-1 victory against a team
!.made up of 1 Canadians in the
~ Nicholson Pavilion Fieldhouse
: Saturday,
I
I

.

I

l The six-a-side match between
!players from. Canada and Ameri cian players frbm the CWU Soccer
j Club, turned out to be a·battle bet1 ween the neig;tiboring ~ds. Na! tional flags from the two countries
(.f],.ew, from · both ~~~s.; of .the
}fiel!ibouse setting the stage..
I

?omain.Tod~y,wo~enare~commg well estabhshed m all

I The American supporters had kind of surprised the Canucks, but numerous opportunities to tie the specialties of geology· Minority
the most to cheer about early in the they made a game of it in the se- game down the stretch - including groups are still not proportionally
contest. Wildcat defender Jim cond half."
a near miss that bounced off the . represented among working
Worthe surprised the Canadians
By constantly putting pressure goal post.
geologists. Women and minorities
Time ran out, however, before are especially encouraged to seek
with a rocket shot free kick that on Central gdalie Steve Cook, the
.
could score;
careers in geplogy, and are activecaught the upper left hand corner Canadians pu)led out all the stops
of the goal to put the Yanks up 1-0 in the second haH in an effort to get Official of the week
ly recruited by employers.
back in the co'ptest~
Washingto~ has .five state injust 10 minutes into the game.
Central hiked its lead to 2-0 with
Cook, who was creditied with 12
Jin1 Ellingsworth ·
·stitutions of higher education offerJim is a P .E. Major at CWU who ing .degrees ip geology ..Both comonly seven minutes remaining in saves, lost l\is shutout midway
the first haH when Pat Rants through the s~cond half. Canadian has officiated basketball for the In- prehensive ~eaching-research inknocked in a rebound. The score forward .Rick !Price beat two Cen- tramuralSportsProgramforthree stitutions, !Washington iState
came ·when the Canadian goalie · tral defenders and pushed a 10,, .years. He has been an excellent University apd the University of
was forced to stop a three-shot bar- shot past the !Central goalkeepei , '3 l!..:i.tion to our staff because of his Washington~ off er bachelor's,
rage by the American attackers.
to set the game's final margin.
dependability and skills. Team master's an~ doctorate degrees.
"We played a good first hall,"
· Wayne Gar~er, one of.two.Cen- Managers· concur, "Jim is the · Washington ~tate UniverSity has a
said Central Coach Chuck Hutavat- tral Soccer CJiub members playing most consistent and fair official in · geohydrologf labratory and takes .
chra.
C8Dle . ou~ stroilg art4 , for . ~.h~· . Visitors, produced the program." ,'
pride inJtsi·applied. geolOgy em- ·
.phasts·. :: Tbe · 'Univers.'i ty . of
Washington 'b as the best geology
'library in·the northwest and considers itself .a strongly theoretical
·department at the advanceddegree level. Eastern and Western
Washington Universities offer
bachelor's and master's degrees.
Central Washington University offers a bach~lor' s degree.

uwe

CWU Study Abroad Programs

Academics:
The Ez-ra Dimension

SUMMER'

Ellensburg
Bicycle Shop

•PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA

IR1®c

. j

i

•FASHION MERCHAN.D ISiNG.
STCJDY~TOCJR TO LONDON AND PARIS

•FRANCE

•MEXICO

~SPAIN

Academic ~Quarters - -

'5rnnanv
~

3

-

FOR FURTHER INFORMATIO'N CONTACT

.rNTER.NAT.IONAL
.PROGRAMS
8ARGE308

~

8
FRANCE

~

CC~®Il®
·come See Us
Tuesday - Friday
12-6
.
. Saturday 10-5

Sunday .- Monday
Closed-

~
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Centraline
Financial aid help

Dates for options set

Students having difficulty completing financial aid applications are en- Applications for September Experience (Option A), Phase One of Opcouraged to visit the Financial Aid Office, Barge Hall 209. ~Counselors are tion C, and Student Teaching for fall 1981, and winter and spring 1982, will
available to answer general questions students may have on financial aid be accepted according to the following schedule: September Experience:
and will assist students in filling out the financial aid applications.
Between 1/26/ - 8/14/81, Student Teaching and Option C Entry Phase:
Fall 1981, Between 2/20/81 - 3/20/81, Winter 1982, Between 5/18/81 8/21/81, Spring 1982, Between 11/20/81 - 1W18/81.

Safety expert
speaks F eh. 18

William Kingman, safety
management specialist with the
National Highway Traffic Safety
Ad.ministration will speak -Feb. 18
Sing~es
Applications are now being accepted in the Registrar's office for Spring
Quarter graduation; The deadline to apply is April 13.
· "Over 30" name has been changed to "Central Singles", which is at a Hazardous Mater.ials
If you are planning to complete degree requirements Swmner Quarter geared for the older students. As many as 24 adults, plus offsprings, at- Transportation Emergency
but wi5h to participate in Commencement this Spring, please apply in the tended the potluck dinner in the last activity meeting, at Grace Episcopal Management Symposium here.
Representatives of local, state
Registrar's ·office beginning April 1. Applications will not be accepted Church. Officers elected for this newly formed club are: JK Jake Walk~r.
and
federal fire, police, sheriff,
before that time. Swmner graduates will be allowed to participate in president, Bernie Crouse, vice-president, Diana Hoffman, secretary, and
safety and emergency service
Commencement on a space available basis only.
Marilyn Gregory, treasurer.
•
.
Plans are underway for a non-strenuous hike sometime in March, departments will participate in the
two-day meeting Feb. 18and19.
follow-up information will come later.
The sessions will focus on
upgrading and strengthening
ARE YOU INTERESTED IN A SPRING-SUMMER 198.1 ENVIRONMENTAL INTERNSHIP? There are short-term paid professional
The Center for Women's Studies is having an informal drop-in sesion to- emergency services agencies in
the techniques of handling
opportunities for upper-level undergraduate and graduate students in- day at 2:30 this afternoon.
terested in environmental-related fields. These jobs are for almost all
Anyone interested in discussing any isues pertinent to women are in- transportation accidents or inkinds of majors~ Application forms, along with the project listings vited to participate. If you have any ideas, problems or even complaints, cidents involving hazardous
(specific job listings) are available. Specific information:
feel free to voice them this afternoon~ The center wants your input, and is materials.
Information about the impact of
interested in forming panels to attend women's conferences in the
*Internships are PAID - about 12 weeks
hazardous material transportation
*Applicants must be Junior status
norethwest area.
*The deadline to apply for Spring/Summ~r 1981 is March 2, 1981
The Center for Women's Studies is located in Kennedy Hall, 157. You and agencies with specialized
knowledge and expertise will be
*Applicants must pay a fee to apply - exceptions clarified in application can contac;t Dr. Madge Young at 963-2127 for more information.
presented. Participants will
materials.
Scholar~hips
· develop their own guidelines for a
Stop by Career Planning and Placement Center, Barge 105, for the apTwo scholarships are available for 1981-82: one to a-Lake Stevens High plan of action in hazardous
plication forms. '~
·
School gr~duate and one to a Snohomish High Scl_iool gradua~e. Ap- materials clean-up and control.
plicants must be at least of junior status by fall, 1981, and majoring in
Persons interested in att d'
education. Applications are av~ilable by contacting ADK Scholarship,. the symposium may conta~~ ,;;1g
If this is your last quarternere at Central and you have received a NaCoinmittee (Miss Jean Spangler, _1206 Ash, Marysville, WA. 98270).
Duane Patton, Director of the Ce~~
tional Direct Student Loan, you must make an·appointment for an exit inFin~ncial
tr;d Safety Center, (509) 963-3218.
terview. Call the Office of Student Accounts, 963-3546, or go to the second
floor of Mitchell Hall.
- Applications for financial aid for 1981-82 are available in the Office of------------~

qtr~

Spring

info

I

Central

Spring-Summer internship

Women's studies

-

offered

NDSL exit· interviews

aid applications

Financial Aid, Barge Hall 209. Students who are applying for financial aid
at Central for 1981-82 must complete the Financial Aid Form and the Central application form. Deadline date for submission is March 15, 1981. Ap- _ _ _ _ _ ____;-=---------'
Found: hard contact lenses with grey-tint.
plications received after March 15th will receive full consideration but Found in front of Dean Hall. Claim at campus
awards to late applicants will depend solely on availability of funds after Crier, SUB 21s.
awards have been made to "one time" applicants. Undergraduat.,~
- -------------t
students are, also, required to apply for Basic Educational Opportunity
FOR SA.LE
Grants. The Basic Grant application is included on the Scholarship Original VJ recording "Introducing the
Beatles" never played. Call 674-2166 or write
Financial Aid Form.
Rt 4 Box 123, Cle Elum, 98922.

Classifieds

Summer job applications
YMCA Camp Orkila. Positions available include: Bus Driver, voyager
director, islander director, bicycle trip leader, islander leader, cooks,
craft instructor, lifeguard, secretary, store-keeper, maintenance. (Sign
up in the Student Employment Office. Interview date is set for Thursday,
Feb. :'3 from 9-5 pm. Placement Office, Barge Hall 205). Applications
available in Student Employment Office, Barge Hall 205.

Four Winds-Westward Ho. Work available June 22-August 25. Positions
available include: Counselors, Nurse, Camp Directors, Drivers,
Photographer, Lodgekeeper, Cooks, Baker, Trip Leader, Babysitter,
Dishwashers. Interview date is set for Wednesday, Feb. 25, from 9-5,pm. A selected, partially annotated list of new books from the Central
Sign up in the Student Employment Office, Barge Hall 205. Applications Library. On the new book selves, Room 203, Feb. 19-23.
available in the Stud~nt Employment Office, Barge Hall, 205.

News from the Library

Crater Lake Lodge. Work available June 13-Sept. 16. Positions
available include: Retail Clerk, Information and Customer Assistance,
Grocery Clerk, Cafeteria Server, Dishwasher and helper, Housekeeper,
Bell Hop, Waiter and Waitresses, Bartender, Fry Cook, Pantry Worker,
Truck Driver, and-Tour Guide. Interview date is set for Wednesday, Feb.
25, from 9-5 pm. Sign up in the Student Employment Office, Barge Hall,
205. Applications available in the Student Employment Office, Barg~
Hall, 205.
Hidden Valley Camp. Positions _available include: Counselors,
Aquatics Counselors, Canoe Counselor, Arts and Crafts Counselors,
Nature Counselor, Music Counselor, Driver, Kitchen Help, Nurse,
Secretar y. Interview date is set for Tuesday, March 3, from 9-5 pm. Sign
up in the Student Emplo:fment Office, Barge Hall 205.

Terence Parsons. Nonexistent objects. 1980. (Drawing inspiration from
Austrian philosopher and psychologist, Alexius Meinong, Parsons examines radical ontological views such as the belief in non-existant and
impossible objects like the square circle. He uses idioms and presumptions of current "analytical" philosophy.)
Laurence A. Schneider. Madman of Chu, the Chinese myth of loyalty
and dissent. 1980.
.
Marc J. Blecher. Micropolitics in contemporary China, a technical unit
k:luring and after the cultural revolution. 1979.
Paulo Kavuma: Chrisis in Buganda 1953-55, the story of the exile and
return of the Kabaka, Mutesa II. 1979. .
James A. Chamunorwa Mutambirwa. Rise of settler power in Southern
Rhodesia, Zimbabwe, 1898-1923. 1980.
Peter STursberg. Lester Pearson and the American delimina. 1980.

·Kittitas Valley lifestyles ·

I need to borrow, rent, or buy any size guitar
amp A.S.A.P. Make some cash! Call Robin
3-2.521.

i--------------•
WHOEVER TOOK MY MINOLTA XG-2
No questions asked. Please return to me or Art ,
Dept. Office. Josh 963-3381. Ari Dept.- 963-2665.

1--------------i
PROFESSIONAL TYPING
Spelling and punctuation corrected.
Reasonable rates: 925-5745.
The Men's Class Ring, listed in the Campus
Crier as fowid, has been claimed. Please contact the Crier or bring the ring to our office.
Thank you.
Cash for handguns, rifles, shotguns. Call
William, evenings at 925-6937.
ELECTROLYSIS
Permanent removal of unwanted hair. Private
and confidential. For more information call
Midge Standley. 925-4353.

1-------------

Shlomo Maital and Noah M. Meltz, eds. Lagging productivity growth,
causes ·and remedies. 1979.
OVERSEAS JOBS - Sununer/year round.
A pcnel discuszion on Life Styles in Kittitas Valley: preservation and
Vivienne Shue-. Peasant China in transition, the dynamics of develop-. Europe, s.Amer., Australia, Asia. All fields.
$500-1200
Sightseeing. Free info.
Write IJC monthly.
Box 52-WA;J, Carona Del Mar. CA
dev elopm ent, will be presented Saturday, Feb.. 28 at the Morgan Jr. High. ment toward socialism, 1949-1956. 1980.
audutorium.
Louis Renz. History of the Northern Pacific Railroad. 1980.
92625 .
The panel wi.ll feature community· and campus speakers.
Zaida t Giraldo. Public policy and the family, wives and mothers in the
Sponsore.d by the AntL apolo~' Student Association, the series is being labor force. 1980.
The Feminist Women's Health Cente~·provides
'
abortions and free pregnancy screeni,ng. For
.
.
Robert L· Clark • ed· Retirement In an aging society. 1980.
funded by the College of Letter;:,, Arts illld Sciences.
·
further information or appointment call
" Teacher Corps. Youth Advocacy Projects. In service of youth, new 57~.

t------------·--

-

rpi·m~- IJI
,. anaae~ent
~
-'-

1

•

•

·

sess·i·o·n

. - roles~
the governance of teacher education. 1980.
s.J. StokJ'ar. Moral and legal reasomng· . l980.
...

There will be a disc~sion on :.'f~e bl~Qagement" this Friday, F,eb,-~O,
¥ervin Chester Nolte. Nolte's school law desk book. 1980. (Including inat. 12 Noon at the LOS 'institute acr-0ss from Hebeler. The featured., formation on tenure, dis~ssal, and admiistrative operation.)
speaker is Helen _Sabin. ' -· ·
:
Hugh McKena. Lost ireasures of Louis Comfort Tiffany. 1980. (glass
treasures of the ttJrn of the century.)
_

.,.ins,dance:Saturday

There is a_ dance thi~ Saturdciy n_ight; 8:30 p.m. at the
house. Corner of Anderson a. nd Manitoba. Free admission. ·

(:::~~~=~ie.

LDs church

Lalld. of. the firebird, the beauty of old Russia. 1980.

~---------. IMPROVE YOUR GRADES! Research
catalog-306 pages-10,278 descriptive listings-

::~ia!,1 clr=~~~~;:·4:~:25097C,

Los

FOR SALE
Canopy •.Was used on short box Ford pickup.
Could be used on standard size pickup. A-1 condition, two interior lights, storage compartment, insulated. Was camper for small family.
Good as new.~. Phone: 962-9405.

James Wyeth. Jamie ,Wyeth. 1980. (a photographic, collection of the
. works of the latest Wy_eth.)
William G. Golding. Rites of passage. ·198o.
Mary B. Hesse. ,~evolutions and reconstructions in the philosophy of
science. 1980.

t------------

Chuck Williams. Mount St. ~~lens, a c~anging landscape. 1980.
Student.s receiving financial aid spring quarter, who will be off- Arthur Janov. Prisoners of pain. 1980. . (A wholistic, systemic, and
campt;:: m ust make arrangements with the Financial Aid Office, Barge systematic view of and theory for treating the psychological and
Hall ~/1 ·- by March 18, 1981, and must provide verification of the off.. biological aspects of neurosis.)
cam,, .,, •·rogram and an off-campus address where checks are to be Toxic substances sourcebook. Series 2 1980.
mai.l2 ..' Television Fact book.' 1980. two oarts.

~uy or sell widl classified. .
ads. Only $1 for 10 words
and 5 cents for each additional word. Cash with
copy.

Off-campus aid

JOBS IN ALASKA! Summer/year-rowid
$800-2000 monthly! Parks, Fisheries; Nursing
and more! 1981 Employer listings, information
guide. $4. Alasco, Box 9337, SanJose, CA95157.

~~;,;;..;.;;;:;,;;;;~;...:;:.:~:~::..:.~::...::.:.~~.:::::.:.-----------------1~------~---------------1
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E.Z. Wolf by Ted Richards

CONSUMER CARNIVAL

· bv GIUFFRE

ALEX IN WONDERLAND
DARN! HERE COME5
SENATOR FOGG!

by Bob Cordray

NO WA'f ! HE LACKS
MORAL Fl BER! ·

ARE
'/OU GOING
TO VOTE

WELL, FOR ONE THING, HE THINKS
. THE TEN COMMANDMENTS ARE
MULTIPLE CHOlCE !

FOR 141M?

Ii

j
i

z

I

I

Stereotypes

2-12.

MEANWHILE LAZLO'S ?f'L t 5
.......- - - - - - - - - - - - - l : E A l \ C H I N C , T)iEt~ fA'JOK\Te. - - - -

:;110T$ R>P-

~It-\

MY SoLUT\ON IO FUEL COST, \HAT .EYER'/ Sooy su y
UNEMPLOYMENT, RECC.~SS\o~, A \q81 AMERICAN
CAR.··
AND INFLATION
~-

v

..

-....-L.....-

w

LAW~ JUSTICE: MAX>1<6
Kc. TO CRE_lt.ND. COPS£~ l? soc~ A

t:UN ~AME..~~ Ef\~ ~T \f\J\O
C.\.V\~t~ AN~~ A.ND Tl-\€.. G{UYS
Pc~ \NTO ORAGrtJt\ ~--Rl.J~.
\tJAAT Of\J£.R. ~f.(\\1£5 YOU
~

CRR:>'2:IUNt1Y "ID~

.

FRANKLY SPEAKING

~R~y

~N, COWM2C» MA~~U,5MA~

ii frank

A~ WA\2.D C.lkA\IE..R AU.. u.>~R:::D
UP .IN ONE..? ~\JE.R Mt\\(f;-M\ ~y
o~ A LJ. :l" MA.10~ .•• ~M~R7
100AY A VtilO\U STODE::hlT\O tf\Ot\ l\~ AN A~T\~~-

~~'IE::.\-VOOR R.lfVRE.

PAJ:?.OLE. OFF IC.ER.

t>.~.

Would you believe that my major
is health of the human· body?
-fu~
~

.

.

, ~UJeLL,

r SAt.1, w14sN you uA\i·~
.JuMP srART JHe DeAN OF srutarb
I

EACH MOR~aNG, &T5 TIME To GST
A N6W DeAN·

0

o.w.v. .

COLLEC.£ MEDIA ~1C£.S ·box 424.4 ·Berkeley.~- 94704

,
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The University Store began a
new shoplifting policy on Jan. 19
that has proven quite successful
With cooperation from the law
and justice department, the
University Store has hired several
unexperienced, undercover security guards to work in the stoi:e.
These guards are students from
the law and justice department
who work scattered hours and days
in the store spotting shoplifters.
When one of these guards spots a
shoplifting incident, they are to
report it to a ranking employee of
the store by a sp~cial code. This
employee will then apprehend the
shoplifter outside the store and ask
them to come back inside. At this
time the Campus Security will be
called. The necessary forms will
be filled out, and the student will be
r~leased pending action from the
Dean of Students Office, which is
where the store refers all student
shoplifters.

Colloquium. • •
ByGllllldaWall••

February 19, 1981

varies a great deal.
store notes tops, jeans, and sport. Fred Davenport, manager of the swear ·as items commonly found on
University Store finds textbooks thieves at Barry's.
While it is true some items are
and clothing to be the most
popular, while batteries and fihn more popular than others, virtualseem the most popular at Albert- ly anything can be of interest to a
sons. Albertsons also reports shoplifter. The one characteristic
health and beauty aids are also most merchants find in items
common items found on stolen is they are small. Obviously
· most shoplifters want something
shoplifters.
Ellensburg J.C. Penney · they can conceal easily, since
manager Glen Elfers says bras are there is one thing they don't want:
the most popular at his store, as attentfon.
women usually attempt to put a
new bra on in the dressing room Next week: The last of this three
and put their old one in the box and part series will examine the laws
return it to the shelf. Asked how he and penalties assessed as a result
catches these people, Elfers said, of shoplifting, and what merchants
"We just have to get to the box are doing to fight back.
before they get out the door.''
Jim Wyatt, manager of Bi-Mart
finds candy bars, tapes, and
alcoholic beverages the most appealing to shoplifters caught in his
store, and Dennis ·Cummings,
manager cf HeTry's department
Two large donations have been
made to CWU this year in land and
in cash by two CWU alwnni.
Dorothy Mulinski, a CWU alumni of 1924, made a bequest in her
will )Paving $77,000 to be spent on
He will speak about male-female · react to each other.
as well as romantic relationships schol? r ships at the discretion of
communications and the variables
"Current media presentations between men and women, review- the university.
·
affecting good, effective relation- show relationships as very ing the implications of popular
· ships.
mystical, magical things," he ex- literature.
Don Ross gave a gift which con''Relationships move through plained.
sisted of a parcel of land on the
very identifiable stages," he said.
People are taught to feel they
The colloquium will allow par- Olympic Peninsula. Don Ross is a
"If you become aware o{ these need to wear the right kind of ticipants to gain information and CWU alumni of 1929. Since it is a
stages, good communication skills clothes, use the right kind of share perspectives, he said.
gift, CWU may do anything it
will help you handle them.''
toothpaste and drive the right kind · Madge Young, director of the wishes with the land. "We have
According to Backlund, there of car to be considered attractive, Central center for women's been trying to sell the land to make
are a lot of misconceptions bar- Backlund saia. "Most people don't studies, said the colloquium will money for studies toward aging
bored by each sex about the other. have these assets, where does that also explore different kinds of and retirement,'' explained direcHe also feels the media have in- leave them?" he continued.
man-to-man and woman-to-woman tor of University of Relations and
fluenced the way men and women
Backlund will talk about platonic communication.
Development, Larry Lfom.
The role of the Dean's office is to amount of _disciplinary action
help the students examine their necessary to students at the colbehavioral problems, ' not to lege level, says about the Dean's
discipline them, according to Dick office involvement in the handling
Meier, Assistant Dean of Students. of shoplifters, ''If we didn't have to
Meier has seeri virtually all of · be involved in it, we wouldn't be."
the shoplifting cases referred to
The turning of cases over to the
the Dean's office since the start of county prosecutors office,
the program, and describes the something that can be done by the
handling of the cases in this way: Campus Security, the Dean's office
There · are three basic things the · or the University Store has been
Dean's office will do to a student do~e mainly by the Campus
shoplifter. First is a warning, Security to this point, as they have
meaning basically the person referred approximately six of the
agrees they will never shoplift 10 shoplifting cases since the
again. Second is a conditional pro- beginning of the program to the
bation, which states two things. prosecutors office.
The person will only go into the
"If all the elements are there to
store when they have official prove the crime, then we refer the
business there, and they will never case to the prosecutors office,"
again steal or destruct university says Al Teeples, Chief of Campus
property. The third, which is Security.
generally used on repeat ofPopular Items
fenders, is suspension from the
university.
The items clifferent merchants in
Meier, who is surprised at the , the local area find most popular

Central receives
$77,000 bequest

.·

Relationship between the sexes

Relationships between as well as
within the sexes will be th topic of a
Center for Women's Studies Colloquium on campus Feb. 24.
CWU communic(ltionsProf. Phil
Backlund will keynote the colloquium at 7:30 p.m. in the Grupe
Conference Center.
''People get into communication
ruts," Phil Backlund believes, and
he wants people to learn the great
range of behavior available to
them when dealing with persons of
the opposite sex.

"The Marine Corps now flies the
F/A-18 Hornet"

.EARN
STARTING PAY

THIS IS WHAT
FUEL ECONOMY
LOOKS LIKE.
The 1981 Honda Civic 1500 DX is our
gas mileage leader.*
Design, engineering and economy* you .
can afford •
The Civic DX is available with either the
133Scc or 1488cc engine.
Economy never looked so good.

The Marine Corps would like to talk with
.c ollege senior and graduate men with any
maior interested in the following positions:
pilot training, combat arms, data systems,
communications and supply.

Applicants must be 27112 years of age or younger.
Applications closing date: March 15. For more
information, call Major Mike Pannek. From Ell~nsburg,
call {206) 442-7710. Call collect.

The Few.The Proud.The

Marines.~

17th St. & Terrace Hghts. Way
Yakima 575-1090

